OUR PHILOSOPHY

Safety

Quality

Fairprice

Safety is the most important
thing in any recreation in
the water, so it is extremely
important to use only reliable,
certified watercraft. Water
Prestige boats have a CE
Certificate, which confirms
buoyancy and unsinkability.

Water Prestige boats are built
with durability and safety in
mind. Our boats are made of the
best materials that guarantee
long durability and maximum
safety of our boats.

We are passionate about
motorboating and we would
like more people to enjoy this
healthy form of recreation. That
is why we offer high-quality
boats at the best possible price.

Satisfaction
We are happy to share our
knowledge and experience to
help you find the boat that is
right for you. We want you to be
completely satisfied with your
purchase, so feel free to ask us
anything you can think of.

625
WATERPRESTIGE

Waterprestige 625

Holidays according to you
Family motor yacht intended for a family vacation
at sea, lake and all inland waters.

Motorboat Waterprestige 625

Lenght 625 cm
Width 255 cm

WATERPRESTIGE

625

Height 155 cm

Family motor yacht intended
for a family vacation at sea,
lake and all inland waters.

Waterprestige 625
Technical details
The boat is intended for a family of 4 with an
overnight stay or 6 friends for relax or fun. The
speed of movement is a plus for people who want
to be in several places in a short time. When
designing a yacht for you, we made every effort
to create exactly the boat we would expect for a
weekend rest.
The Water Prestige 625 cabin boat has 4 beds,
2 in the bow and 2 after folding the table. The
mounted lifting engine will allow you to moor in
very shallow marinas or shallower lake waters.
The boat can be successfully used by anglers. The
speed of movement to the fishery is definitely an
advantage of this boat. Water Prestige 625 means
comfort during the cruise inside the cockpit, and
outside at the optional table, rest and relaxation.

Lenght

625 cm

Width

255 cm

Height

155 cm

Submersion
Weight
Material
Engine
Engine mount type

49 cm
1300 kg
laminate
150 HP
XL

Numbe of people

6

Category

C

625

500
WATERPRESTIGE

Waterprestige 500

Recreation without limits
It is a 5m long motorboat with a modern line and unique design.

WATERPRESTIGE

500

WATERPRESTIGE

500

Motorboat Waterprestige 500

It is a 5m long motorboat
with a modern line and
unique design.

Waterprestige 500
Technical details
The water tests of the boat were performed in
March-May 2021. It is a fashionable OPEN
type boat with a control console in the middle of
the deck. Very fast, open-top deck, intended for
recreation and sports in inland and coastal marine
waters.
The front part of boat is covered sun deck. Steering
console equipped with a comfortable armchair.
Many practical storage compartments all over the
deck. The Water Prestige 500, it glides very easily
and nearly does not produce waves.

Lenght

500 cm

Width

230 cm

Submersion
Material
Engine
Engine mount type

25 cm
laminate
30 - 100 HP
Long

Numbe of people

6

Category

C

500

495
WATERPRESTIGE

Waterprestige 495

Speed and reliability
The Water Prestige 495 is a fast motor boat, designed for
recreation and sport in inland and coastal sea waters.

WATERPRESTIGE

495

WATERPRESTIGE

495

Motorboat Waterprestige 495

Lenght 625 cm
Width 255 cm

WATERPRESTIGE

495

Height 155 cm

The Water Prestige 495 is a
fast motor boat, designed for
recreation and sport in inland
and coastal sea waters.

In the front part there are places to sit at the table,
which can be easily and quickly transformed into
a sun deck.
The boat is perfect for water sports, it looks
awesome on the water and turns heads wherever
she goes.
Small draft means that you can easily reach places
that are not easily accessible for sailing yachts.

Waterprestige 495
Technical details
Lenght

495 cm

Width

205 cm

Height

110 cm

Submersion
Material
Engine
Engine mount type

35 cm
laminate
30 - 90 HP
Long 54 cm

Numbe of people

5

Category

C

495

470
WATERPRESTIGE

Waterprestige 470

Shaped for adventures
The Water Prestige 470 boat was created by engineers
with a passion for boating.

Motorboat Waterprestige 470

Lenght 625 cm

WATERPRESTIGE

470

Width 255 cm
Height 155 cm

The Water Prestige 470 boat
was created by engineers with
a passion for boating and has
modern shapes.

With its tapered V-shaped hull, it shows excellent
manoeuvrability and stability, it does not tilt,
which makes it easier to control. It is perfect for
quiet family boat trips as well as a quick glide.
The unit is very stable on the water and perfect for
trips with the whole family. The unit is very stable
on the water and perfect for trips with the whole
family.

Waterprestige 470
Technical details
Lenght

470 cm

Width

205 cm

Height

110 cm

Submersion

37 cm

Material

laminate

Engine

30-75 HP

Engine mount type

Long

Numbe of people

5

Category

C

470

467
WATERPRESTIGE

Waterprestige 467

Boat for every family
This is an excellent, 5-person unit for family boat or fishing trips.

Motorboat Waterprestige 467

Lenght 625 cm
Width 255 cm

WATERPRESTIGE

467

Height 155 cm

This is an excellent, 5-person
unit for family boat or fishing
trips.

The boat has an innovative hull shape that perfectly
cuts waves, self-draining deck, tight lockers and is
the widest boat in its class (205cm).
The front part is covered with the sun deck.
Steering console equipped with a comfortable
armchair. Many practical storage compartments
all over the deck.

Waterprestige 467
Technical details
Lenght

467 cm

Width

205 cm

Submersion
Material
Engine
Engine mount type

18 cm
laminate
9,9 - 60 HP
Long

Numbe of people

5

Category

C

467

465
WATERPRESTIGE

Waterprestige 465

Stability every mile
It is the smallest and lightest model in the range of laminate boats.

Motorboat Waterprestige 465

Lenght 625 cm
Width 255 cm

WATERPRESTIGE

465

Height 155 cm

It is the best-selling model
that has been created with the
convenience of use in mind.

A large couch at the bow can be easily transformed
into a comfortable sun deck for several people. Also
the helmsman, thanks to the ergonomic central
control console and the spacious couch, cannot
complain about the lack of comfort.
Numerous lockers will help to store equipment
for 5 passengers, for which there is also a place
for comfortable travel. A boat designed for family
recreation and fishing.

Waterprestige 465
Technical details
Lenght

465 cm

Width

195 cm

Height

90 cm

Submersion

30 cm

Material

laminate

Engine

25-60 HP

Engine mount type
Number of people

Long
5

465

450
WATERPRESTIGE

Waterprestige 450

Stability every mile
It is the smallest and lightest model in the range of laminate boats.

WATERPRESTIGE

450

Motorboat Waterprestige 450

It is the smallest and lightest
model in the range of
laminate boats.

. It will safely accommodate a 5-person crew.
Characterized by a coherent, all-laminate hull.
The boat has been designed for mounting outboard
motors with a maximum power of 30 HP with
manual control (tiller) or under consoles.
Thanks to the appropriately profiled hull, the boat
is very stable and predictable. It copes very well
with waves and behaves safely at higher speeds in
the water.

Waterprestige 450
Technical details
Lenght

450 cm

Width

170 cm

Height

85 cm

Submersion

30 cm

Material
Engine
Engine mount type
Numbe of people

laminate
9,9 - 30 HP
Short
5

450

350
DISCOVERY GT

Discovery GT 350

The best fishing experience
The Discovery GT 350 model combines excellent nautical properties with a wellthought-out design necessary for many hours of fishing in various waters.

Fishing boat Discovery GT 350

Lenght 625 cm
Width 255 cm

DISCOVERY GT

350

Height 155 cm

The Discovery GT 350 model
combines excellent nautical
properties with a well-thoughtout design necessary for many
hours of fishing in various
waters.
. It will safely accommodate a 5-person crew.
Characterized by a coherent, all-laminate hull.
The boat has been designed for mounting outboard
motors with a maximum power of 30 HP with
manual control (tiller) or under consoles.
Thanks to the appropriately profiled hull, the boat
is very stable and predictable. It copes very well
with waves and behaves safely at higher speeds in
the water.

Discovery GT 350
Technical details

Lenght

350 cm

Width

145 cm

Height

55 cm

Weight

55 kg

Material
Engine
Numbe of people

Aluminum
6HP – 9,8HP
2

350

Boats for your every need

ul. Łąkowa 12, 59-330
Ścinawa, Poland

EMAIL

office@waterprestige.com
PHONE CONTACT

+48 502 096 996

